
Listening workshop HO

Listening activities
 Task 1: try to rank the listening activities according to their difficulty. 

 Task 2: match task types and text types. 

 Task 3: ways of listening- discuss the meanings and examples. Listening activities to 
match to the ways of listening.

 Task 4: cards with typical problems that SS may have with listening. Think of 
solutions.

 The gallery listening- leave a few recordings of different types (jokes, a story, a poem
and a song etc) in different corners of a class. SS walk 1 by 1 or in pairs and choose 
1 they like and discuss what it is and why. 

 Guest star- brainstorm some topics on the board. Say to SS they’ll have a star guest 
today. But they should guess the person. Coma back in disguise. SS ask questions 
to find out, you answer as this person would, imitate intonation.  In the end, SS 
guess. 

 Alphabet: spell different words for SS, they should recognise them by hearing. Vary 
from slow to fast pronunciation

Songs
 filler activity – listen to a song from a soundtrack and try to work out what type of 

story it is; make notes while listening; think pair share; then find out what film it really 
comes from (use a list with questions)- task- film music (soundtrack)

 Dancing / When the music stops… – listen to a track; when it's paused, follow the 
teacher's instruction to, e.g. touch the window.

 Ads – clothes, food, car, computer game, foreign trip – think of one item/thing for 
each category; think of a song to use in a TV ad for one of the things; make 
presentation on song choice to class

 Song lines – students are given some song lyrics, e.g. 'We are the champions' and 
have to create a dialogue that incorporates those lines. 

 Musical reactions – worksheet with questions to use in response to any song. 

 Key lyrics – students receive sheet with randomly positioned words, some of which 
come from a song. Students tick the words they hear used – maybe tick as often as 
they hear the words. Ibid.

 Wrong lyrics (like Mondegreens) – from Hancock McDonald – students receive 
worksheet with 'misheard' lyrics, e.g. 'Hey chewed' instead of 'Hey Jude' – see 
http://hancockmcdonald.com/materials/wrong-lyrics-2 and also 
http://hancockmcdonald.com/materials/wrong-lyrics-1



 Various worksheets available from http://www.tuneintoenglish.com/ – free registration
required

 Forty ideas on how to use songs – see a copy below 



Task 1.

Rate these listening activities according to their difficulty. 

 Watching the news on TV
 Listening to the news on the radio
 Listening to a song on the radio
 Talking about the news with a friend face to face
 Talking about the news with a friend on the phone
 Listening to a recording of the news in a class. 

Task 2.
Match these listening text types 1-8 with appropriate listening tasks a-k. There can be 
several tasks suitable for each text type. Explain your choice.

Listening text types Listening tasks

1.A news broadcast A  Answering wh- questions

2.the direction to a person’s home B Putting a series of pictures in order

3.The description of a missing person C Ticking off items on the list of names of people 
and places

4.An embarrassing personal anecdote D Drawing a map

5.A shopping dialogue E Filling in a grid or table

6.A pop song F Choosing one of several pictures

7.Recorde entertainment information (e.g. 
movies, theatre)

G Taking notes

8.A weather forecast H Choosing one of several adjectives

I Writing the exact words

J Drawing a picture

K Filling in gaps in a tapescript

(Thornbury S., Watkins P.The CELTA Course. CUP, 2007, p44)

Task 



Listening for gist          Understanding body 
language       

Listening for individual sounds
 
Listening for detail        Listening for sentence 
stress          

Extensive listening

Listening for specific information

Task 3
Match the listening activities 1-6 with the ways of listening listed A-G. There is 1 extra 
option. 

Listening activity Ways of listening

1. Watch the video to see how the woman looks. How do you think 
she feels?

A. Listening for gist

2.Listen to each pair of words. Say if they are the same or different. B. Understanding body 
language

3. What town does Jim live in? Listen and find out. C. Listening for individual 
sounds

4. Listen to the description of the boy and the girl and draw them. D. Listening for detail

5. Listen and underline the words in the sentence that the speaker 
says most strongly

E. Listening for sentence 
stress

6. Listen to the story and decide what is the best title for it. F. Extensive listening

G. Listening for specific 
information

(Spratt M., Pulverness A.,Williams M. The TKT Course. CUP, 2005. p33)

Task 4

Problems SS may have with listening



1. Lack of confidence. Tendency to think they won't 
understand. 

2. Lack of concentration, difficulty sustaining interest.
3. Length of text may be too long.
4. SS might not be able to distinguish actual sounds in 

English
5. Content may be inappropriate for SS
6. SS may not want to understand everything
7. SS may want to hear a text over and over again
8. SS may be overwhelmed by the amount of information
9. Language may be too difficult or easy
10. Speech may be too fast
11. Variations of accents may cause problems
12. Sound / spelling variations
13. SS can't do task because of new vocabulary
14. Poor acoustics in the classroom or background 

noise on a recording. 

Music dialogues



1. Words don't come easy to me
2. I’m singing in the rain
3. Strangers on the night
4. Let it be, let it be
5. Yesterday all my troubles seemed so far away
6. Boys, boys, boys
7. Help, I need somebody
8. We are the champions
9. Wish you were here
10. All you need is love
11. We don't need no education
12. It's a wonderful, wonderful life
13. Nothing’s gonna change my love for you
14. It's the final countdown
15. Money, money, money



Musical Reactions
1. If you turned on the radio and heard this piece of music

would you…
a. Turn it off immediately
b. Listen attentively
c. Buy the record
d. Have it on as background music

2. Imagine someone who loves this music. Describe this 
person in a few words
3. Imagine someone who hates this music. Describe this 
person in a few words
4. What emotions does it evoke in you?
5. What do you see if you close your eyes and listen?
6. What nationality is the composer? From which period?
7. If this were the background music for an advertisement, 
what do you think the advertised product would be?
8. In what kind of place might you hear this music?

Film Music (soundtrack)
1. Write 3 adjectives to describe this music
2. If this music were the soundtrack for a film or TV 

series, what would the film be about?
3. Where would the action of the film take place, and in 

what country?
4. What would the main character be like?
5. What would happen in the film?
6. How would it end?
7. What would the title be?
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